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The Learning in Science Group @ UCY
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The Learning in Science Group @ UCY
Mature Research Products: widespread adoption

 



The Learning in Science Group @ UCY
Research Products with extensive Pilot Testing
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Two examples

 The Science Fair as a process of developing investigative 
skills in science

 Learning Objectives: 

 Control of variables and experimental design

 Developing inferences from empirical investigations

 Collaboration and communication

 Modeling-based learning as a process for developing 
epistemological awareness 

 



The Science Fair as a process of developing 
investigative skills in science

 50-60 pre-service teachers work with children from 2 
intact primary classrooms (ages 10-12)

 Identify an investigative question, design and conduct a set of valid 
experiments, develop a poster presenting the process and the 
conclusions

 Develop an artifact, a construction that is interactive and spotlights 
some aspect of the phenomenon related to the investigation

 Present the poster and the artifact at a school science fair. Engage 
parents and other students in process of dialogic exploration

 



Example of a valid experiment

 Does the mass of a ball affect the time it needs to roll down a 
ramp, when released from the top of the ramp?

 We expect that a child must 

 Identify investigable questions

 Identify variables and procedures for making measurements, 
eg. the mass of the ball and the time of flight

 control other variables, i.e. in every measurement, the variable that has 
to be changed is the mass of the ball (independent variable), the 
variable that has to be measured is the time of flight (dependent 
variable), and all other variables (e.g. the volume of each ball, the 
surface of the ramp) that might possibly affect the time of flight need to 
be kept constant

 





The Science Fair
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The Science Fair

 A school event (in partnership with UCY, Local Community)

 4-6, 80 minute lessons on designing investigations

 Individual projects: collection of original data, parental 
involvement

 Science fair day: teachers, children, community 

 poster and interactive activity



A second example

Modeling-based learning as a process for developing 
epistemological awareness 

 An approach that engages students in a process of 
 Identifying a system or a phenomenon

 Constructing a model of (some aspect of) that 
system/phenomenon

 Refining that model through a cycle of collecting evidence 
and re-design

 



Modeling in the Curriculum

 Scientific Practices (or Competences): 
 Investigation
 Modeling
 Argumentation from evidence
 Obtaining, evaluating, communicating information

 Cross-cutting Concepts
eg. Patterns, Cause and Effect, Structure and Function, Systems, 
Stability and Change

 Core Ideas
eg. Ecosystems, Heredity, Waves, Motion, Matter, Energy, Evolution, 
Organisms 

 



Modeling based learning

 



Modeling media

Stagecast Creator

Coach

Interactive Physics

Modellus

Insight

Dynalearn

Scratch

 



Modeling example: Bungee Jumping

 

Identifying the system



Modeling example: Bungee Jumping

 

Modeling process: video measurements



Modeling example: Bungee Jumping

 

Modeling process: exptal measurements



Bungee Jumping: student constructed models

Coach software 

 



Bungee Jumping: student constructed models

Insights software 

 



Modeling-based Learning

 Examples of simple models 
- Typical for upper primary and lower secondary students

 Upper secondary students

 More advanced

… What have we learnt?

 



I. What is a scientific model?
(Delphi study, Karnaou, Nicolaou, Constantinou, 2014)

 An epistemological construct that
 Represents some aspect of interest in a phenomenon
 Provides an interpretive mechanism as to the workings of the 

system
 Can be used to make predictions about future states of the 

system (or observable changes)

 Models are used
 To make projections about climate change
 To elaborate time series of macroeconomic indicators
 To study earthquakes, weather patterns, the 

cause/spread/impact of disease….

 



II. The content of modeling 
(Constantinou, Papaevripidou, Nicolaou, 2013)
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III. The process of modeling  (Constantinou, 1999, 2018)
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IV. Student Assessment in modeling-based learning
(Nicolaou, Petrou, Constantinou, 2014, 2015)

 Instruments for
 Modeling Practices

 Meta-modeling knowledge
 Meta-cognitive knowlege about the modeling process

 A scale for evaluating models as constructs based on the 
three fundamental utilities
 Representation (objects, variables, processes)

 Interpretation (statistical, causal…)
 Prediction

 



Modeling based learning: some interesting findings

 Structured peer feedback on student constructed models 
leads to model improvements both for the assessee and 
the assessor groups

 A range of processes can enhance modeling, including 
inductive reasoning, planning and evaluation, explanation, 
quantification, group reflection… 

 



Modeling based learning

 



Some reflections on learning spaces

 



Teaching styles over the years…



More contmporary teaching styles?



Over time.... 
From the book of wisdom ... ... to the flipped classroom



Over time... 
From learning as an individual ... to learning as part of a group

> Collaborative learning

• Learning to work together as an employability skill!

> ? Cooperate vs. Collaborate



Reflection 

How can we better 
activate our students?

How can we better 
encourage students to 
think and participate?



From Barsalou (2008)

Cognition and learning are enabled by perceptual simulations, bodily states, feelings, 
introspection and situated action. 

Thinking, reasoning and abstracting are grounded in perception, situated action, 
motives, embodiment and environmental affordances, rather than in stored resolved 
symbolic templates. 

What we can visualize, perceive, rehearse, enact, simulate, feel, want and reflect 
upon, forms the bases of our representations of knowledge and our capacity to 
symbolize and abstract.

Individuals know and learn not just through manipulating stored symbols in memory 
but through the interplay of mind, body, feelings and environment, supported 
through re-enactment of these experiences as reflective perceptual simulation. 
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